ranges from -20 to 20; the simulation is two dimensional.
The transition to turbulence has been most successfully described in closed Auid For the inflow-outflow calculations, constant mass flux is specified by a parabolic velocity profile at the inAow; du/dx =dv/dx =p =0 are maintained at the outflow.
In both the experiment and the simulation the primary transition is studied by intentionally disturbing the Aow. In the experiment the disturbance in the mean velocity is a square pulse occurring everywhere down the channel with amplitude 0.3-0.6 and duration 2.5-4. For R slightly less than R, and Ao small, the nonlinear term in (1) is neglected as t becomes large; Ap(t) approaches apexp(ot). In the period after the broadband behavior of the disturbance (e.g. , t & 30 for Fig. 2 In Fig. 4 simultaneous velocity data at two spatial points in the experiment illustrate that the transition arises from convective instability.
Initially both time imulations are conducted with streamwise-periodic boundary conditions to model the primary transition using (l); however, since periodicity prevents distinguishing between absolute and convective instability, simu ations are also conducted with streamwise inflow-outflow boundary conditions (Fig. 5) 
